Testimonial/Review on Little Boxes Theater

To who it may concern.

I have had the opportunity on 3 occasions now to utilize the space at Little Boxes Theater for my photographic purposes.

I am a dance photographer by profession and on the first 2 occasions I photographed dance and music improvisation performances. Because of the success I had in that endeavor I subsequently arranged to utilize the space to teach a private photography class on creative visualization and photographic lighting techniques.

I would like to take this opportunity to personally thank the owners/proprietors of Little Boxes Theater for their kindness and professionalism. The sheer size of the space and the way they have designed it is perfect for my uses as a dance photographer. The vast sprung floor and mirrored wall, and the high ceiling that allows for creative studio lighting, coupled with the large windows that are ideal for natural light photography make it the perfect venue for me. I can bring a group of Ballet or Modern dancers in there and have all the room I need to photograph movement without feeling constricted. It is clean, comfortable, modern and very well kept, and each person I have photographed there has commented on how much they like it and wish to return.

Both of the proprietors come from within the “Arts” so they understand the needs of artists. They realize full well that many rental spaces in San Francisco are cost prohibitive for artists, and they do everything they can to provide low cost rentals to the local art community.

They have been so generous with their time and so extremely flexible, going above and way beyond the “norm” to make my experiences there fruitful. I am happy to have found this space and even happier to know that there are two such honest and generous people in our community sharing the environment they have created and helping people like myself succeed.

It is my full intention to continue renting their space for my future photographic and film making projects.

Yours Sincerely

Andrew J. Mogg
Photographer